
The Story of God: The Bible as Narrative 

Survey 

Act 1 – Scenes 1-5 – Genesis 1-11 
 

OK, so we start 

Now remember, what is our goal for this study? 

Our desire is to see God’s Story through History or over time 

And to view it not by ALL the details, but in ENOUGH detail so as to really understand the flow 

God has given us a single contiguous Story that: 

a) Explains Him 

b) Explains His desire to relate with us 

And remember His Goal to: 

a) Fill the whole Earth with His Glory 

b) By Reigning through His Kingdom 

c) With His Covenant People 

You may get frustrated at times because you will want to dig deeper and we won’t 

That is one of MY GOALS – that you do get frustrated, that you leave longing for more 

And hopefully through this study the fear of the Sacred Text and how it fits will subside greatly 

1) That you might have more confidence in approaching the Bible on your own 

2) That you might know how the piece parts fit into the whole 

3) And that you might know how the Story displays God in all His Glory 

Each piece is utterly significant 

4) And my other desire is that in seeing God’s Story we might then have a sense as to where WE MIGHT FIT 

Again, not trying to pull the text down to us to make the text relevant 

But rather to elevate ourselves up into God’s Story, to be made relevant by Him and His Grand Narrative through 

history 

 

Are you ready? Let’s start 

The Bible is again like a play, with primary actors, supporting actors, necessary scenery, and Acts 

The First 11 chapters of Genesis are the first stage 

Some call Genesis 1-11 the Introduction, others call it the Prologue 

The reason they call it the Prologue is that the real motion of the story starts in chapter 12 with Abraham 

I have a little difficulty calling Creation or the Fall or the Flood a Prologue but I can see it 

Instead, how about we simply call it Act 1 

And in Act 1 there are 5 main events if you will, 5 Scenes 

 

Act 1 

- Scene 1 = Creation 

- Scene 2 = The Fall 

- Scene 3 = Cain’s Sin 

- Scene 4 = The Flood 

- Scene 5 = The Tower of Babel 
 

Timelines for Genesis 1-11 

Before we just glance thru each Scene of Act 1, let’s do a time line check 

We are gonna do this a lot 

History is about movements in time and it is super critical to get our hands wrapped around time frames 

* One page timeline of Genesis 1-11 

Even though we are talking about essentially a 2000 year block, the life spans of people squeeze this time period 

 

Scene 1 = Creation (chapter 1-2) 
* Already spent a week talking about the Trinity, God being relational, being made in His image, reflecting Him 

* Chapter 1 = Creation, Chapter 2 = drill down on the creation of mankind 

* Remember the point of the Story and how that relates to the first 2 chapters 

- not written necessarily as a scientific explanation about HOW THE WORLD WAS MADE 



- Really more about GOD’S INTENTION IN MAKING IT 

Can see then why we have so many unanswered questions – e.g. was it literally 7 days 

 

Going back to main point – can really see what God is like, and how close He desires to be to us 

Each day began with God creating and ended with His utter delight 

 

1
st
 of the 6 main covenants = Adamic Covenant 

• Genesis 1:28 

a) Be fruitful and multiply 

b) Fill the earth 

c) Subdue it and rule 

We were created to rule, kind of like a king if you will – this will be very significant as we continue 

 

Scene 2 = The Fall (chapter 3) 
Again, I don’t want to spend much time here as we know the Story 

* Adam passive, woman taking control, blaming, man blaming, guilt, shame, etc. 

* Again, not intended to explain how evil came into existence, but simply how evil is experienced and works 

* Issue is FREEDOM 

* Question is over GOD’S WORD 

� “I am…” = independence is created, individualism is now the focus = THREAD 

Autonomy = choosing oneself as the source for life (right & wrong, direction, etc.) 

In sinning, they actually lost their sense of self 

 

Scene 3 = Cain (chapter 4) 
* Have already seen this as well – sin is always moving, one person to another, individual to society 

 

* Weird scene where “children of God” start sleeping with women – possibly not celestial but rather people from Hill 

country that walked with God simply leaving to the plains to sleep with corrupt women 

 

Scene 4 = The Flood (chapter 6-9) 
Phase I – God’s anguish 

• Genesis 5:28-29 

Noah = Hebrew Nhm (not Nhw) = comfort 

Noah is a gift to the world from God 

Noah is a reversal from God of Genesis 3:17 

• Genesis 6:5-7 

FLOOD IS UNCREATION 

Story is way less about God’s power and judgment, and way more about His personal anguish 

Phase II – Noah comes on the scene – God SAW & God FELT 

• Genesis 6:8 

Why is this so significant? What does this tell us about God’s Story? 

This will repeat SO MANY TIMES – God, acting through history, through a man or woman 

GOD STAKES HIS WHOLE PLAN ON ONE MAN’S TRUST 

Judgment is not God’s final word 

• Genesis 6:17-18 

COVENANT 

Phase 3 – The Flood itself 

Phase 4 – God remembers Noah 

• Genesis 8:1 

• Genesis 8:20-22 

Stepping out for the Ark probably took as much faith as stepping in – GIANT LEEP FOR MANKIND 

* NOAH AS NEW ADAM 

� A Family Preserved 

� God’s World Preserved 

 

• Genesis 9:1-7 



2
nd

 Covenant - Noahic Covenant 

a) Be fruitful and multiply 

b) Fill the earth 

c) Rule and subdue it 

d) God will never destroy creation again like this (i.e. flood) 

Why is this important? What is God doing? 

God will Preserve the Earth until His redemption is complete 

Sign will be a Rainbow (later with Abraham/Circumcision, and with Israel/Sabbath) 

 

Receives the Noahide Laws: 

- Meat eating is now sanctioned 

- Reverence for all life blood (primarily of murder between mankind) 

- Populate the world (amazing the utter sinfulness of mankind hasn’t thwarted this) 

 

* During the Babylonian Exile 

• Ez. 14:12-20 (so severe not even Noah could save us) 

• Is. 54:9 (Noah gives hope – covenant remains) 

 

Scene 5 – The Tower of Babel (Genesis 11) 
 

• Genesis 11:1-4 

• Genesis 11:5-9 

Chapter 11 and the Tower of Babel is roughly 350 years after the flood 

Noah and his children are still definitely alive 

There is even a slight chance Abraham might have been alive but I doubt it 

Took only 340-350 years for the whole thing to disintegrate again 

Once again, the goal is Autonomy! 

Babel stands as man’s continual desire to build our own kingdom without Him 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Tower of Babel 

Babylon was one of a number of cities built by a succession of peoples that lived on the plain starting around 5,500 

years ago 

There developed a tradition in each city of building a temple in the shape of a stepped pyramid 

These temples, or ziggurats, most likely honored a particular god 

The people of Mesopotamia believed in many gods and often a city might have several ziggurats. 

 

Over time Babylon became the most influential city on the plain and its ziggurat, honoring the god Marduk, was built,  

destroyed and rebuilt until it was the tallest tower.  

It may have been simply a place of worship 

Others believe it was an astrological center to read the stars 

They weren’t idiots – they didn’t actually think they could reach God 

But rather possibly to work through their reading apart from any need for God – sounds like today 

 

The most famous ziggurat is, of course, the "tower of Babel" mentioned in the Biblical book Genesis: a description of 

the Etemenanki of Babylon. According to the Babylonian creation epic Enûma êliš the god Marduk defended the other 

gods against the diabolical monster Tiamat. After he had killed her, he brought order to the cosmos, built the Esagila 

sanctuary, which was the center of the new world, and created humankind. The Etemenanki was next to the Esagila, and 

this means that the temple tower was erected at the center of the world, as the axis of the universe. Here, a straight line 

connected earth and heaven. This aspect of Babylonian cosmology is echoed in the Biblical story, where the builders 

say "let us build a tower whose top may reach unto heaven". 

 

The Tower of Babel was erected on the plain of Shinar in Babylonia by Nimrod 

Nimrod's name is from the verb "let us revolt." 

Mighty hunter  = the language has a dark meaning. He becomes a tyrant or despot leading an organized rebellion 

against the rule of Yahweh. He hunts not animals, but rather the souls of men. 



The story possibly was inspired by the fall of the famous temple-tower of Etemenanki, later restored by King 

Nabopolassar (r. 626-605 BC) and his son Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylonia. The Genesis account appears to play on the 

Babylonian word bã b-ili ("gate of God") and on the Hebrew words Bã bhel ("Babylon") and bã lãl ("to confuse"). The 

English words babel and babble are derived from the story.  

The ruins of an immense Babylonian ziggurat, or stepped pyramid, have been found near this fabled location and the 

romantic notion is that these remains are all that is left of the Tower Of Babel. Archaeologists examining the remains of 

the city of Babylon have found what appears to be the foundation of the tower: a square of earthen embankments some 

300 feet on each side. The tower's most splendid incarnation was probably under King Nebuchadnezzar II who lived 

from 605-562 BC. The King rebuilt the tower to stand 295 feet high. According to an inscription made by the King the 

tower was constructed of "baked brick enameled in brilliant blue." The terraces of the tower may have also been planted 

with flowers and trees.  

Constructing ziggurats on the Mesopotamian plain was not easy. The area lacks the stone deposits the Egyptians used 

effectively for their timeless monuments. The wood available is mostly palm, not the best for construction, so the people 

used what they had in abundance: mud and straw. The bulk of the towers were constructed of crude bricks made by 

mixing chopped straw with clay and pouring the results into molds. After the bricks were allowed to bake in the sun 

they were joined in construction by using bitumen, a slimy material imported from the Iranian plateau.  

 

On the highest terrace was a temple, dedicated to the Babylonian supreme god Marduk. The Louvre tablet again offers 

information. There were several cult rooms: Marduk shared his room with his wife Sarpanitum, a second room offered 

accommodation to the scribe-god Nabû and his wife Tashmetu, and there were rooms for the water god Ea, the god of 

light Nusku, the god of heaven Anu, and finally Enlil, Marduk's predecessor as chief of the Mesopotamian pantheon. A 

seventh room was called "house of the bed" and contained a bed and a throne. A second bed was on the inner court of 

the temple on the highest platform of the Etemenanki. Finally, there must have been stairs to the roof. It is possible that 

the famous Babylonian astronomers, the Chaldaeans, did their observations at the topmost level of the building. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

The Tower of Babel is way more than a lost building project 

Babel marks the origins of the Nations of the Earth 

The Story of Babel also marks the beginning of the Story of the Anti-Kingdom 

Babylon is known throughout the Sacred Narrative as the Anti-Kingdom to God’s Kingdom 

God, starting in Genesis 12, is going to build a Nation to fill the Earth with His Glory, to reign in His Kingdom with His 

Covenant People 

Babylon stands as the representative Kingdom that Stands against God and His Kingdom and His purposes 

 

 


